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This paper is concerned with the ring A of all complex formal power series 
and the group G of substitution-invertible formal series. The two main ques- 
tions of interest will be these. How can one tell whether two members of A 
represent the same “function” up to “change of variables” by a member of G ? 
Which members of G can be embedded in a one-parameter subgroup of G ? 
Sections l-4 give a self-contained account of the solution to these problems. 
This account is largely expository, most of the partial results having appeared 
elsewhere. Some of the proofs of the known results are new and simpler; some 
are just paraphrases. The sources of this material are given in a remark at the 
end of Section 4. Section 5 gives a new proof of the characterization of those 
one-parameter subgroups of G which consist wholly of convergent series. 
1. DERIVATIONS AND AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let A be any algebra (not necessarily commutative, not necessarily con- 
taining a unit) over the real or complex field. Suppose that A is equipped 
with a Hausdorff topology defined by a family {p} of seminorms and that A 
is complete in this sense: If a sequence a, E A is a Cauchy sequence relative 
to each of the seminorms, then there exists a E A such that a, --f a in each 
seminorm. Of course, a = lim a, is unique. 
A derivation of A is a linear operator D : A -+ A such that 
D(ab) = (Da) b + u(D6). 
An automorphism is an invertible linear operator T : A + A such that 
T(d) = (Tu) (Tb). The totality of such operators may be designated Der (A) 
and Aut (A), respectively. No continuity assumptions are made. 
Let B(A) be the family of all linear operators on A which are bounded in 
each seminorm (but not necessarily uniformly). Each seminorm on A induces 
a seminorm on B(A) : 
P( q = sup{p( ua> : p(a) < 11. 
* Supported in part by NSF grant GP-11911. 
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EXAMPLE. Let A = all analytic functions on (1 a 1 < I} with the topology 
of uniform convergence on compact subsets. The family of seminorms can 
be {p,. : 0 < r < l}, where pr(a) = sup{] a(z)1 : 1 z 1 < r}. The operator 
D = djdz is a continuous derivation of A, but does not belong to B(A). 
THEOREM 1. If  D is a derivation belonging to B(A), then eD is an auto- 
morphism belonging to B(A). 
Proof, eD makes sense and belongs to B(A) because of completeness of 
A and boundedness in each seminorm; of course, the inverse to eD is e-D. 
From D(ab) = (Da) b + a(Db) L ei b niz’s formula follows immediately by 
induction: 
Dn(ab) = 2 (;) (D”-“a) (D’“b) = ,+;zm --& (Dma) (Dkb). 
k=O 
Then 
by regrouping of the terms on the left, this regrouping being justified by 
absolute convergence in each seminorm. 
The following partial converse will be adequate for our purposes. The 
unqualified converse is false. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be an automorphism of A belonging to B(A). Suppose 
that the series, 
D = log T = log(1 + (T - I)) = f  (- ;)+l (T - I)“, 
1 
converges absolutely in each seminorm. Then D E B(A), eD = T, and D is a 
derivation of A. 
Proof. By hypothesis on convergence, D E B(A) and eD = T, since 
exp(x - x2/2 + x3/3 - ..*) = 1 + x whenever the series rearrangements 
are permissible. It remains to show that D is a derivation. 
Put 
S=T-& 
a6 + S(ab) = T(ab) = (Ta) (Tb) = (a + Sa) (b + Sb) 
= ab + (Sa) 6 + a(Sb) + (Sa) (Sb). 
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Thus, 
S(ab) = (Su) b + up) + (Su) (Sb). 
By induction S”(ab) = (S%) b + ~(5%) + terms of the form (S%) (9%) 
with both m, n > 1 and m + n > k. Since 
L&s+;- . ..) 
D(d) - (Da) b - u(Db) = c c,,(S%) (9%) = qu, b), m,n>l 
where c,, are certain real (rational) numbers. The proof will be completed 
by showing c,, = 0 for all m, n. 
By induction on q = m + n, let us assume that c,, are known to be zero 
for all m + n < q and prove c,, = Oforallm + n <q + 1. Wemaystartthe 
induction with q = 2, since there are no terms in C with m + n < 2. For 
the inductive step we shall choose a convenient algebra, automorphism, and 
elements a and b so that C(u, b) will reduce to Cm+nq c,,(S%) (5%) and 
the terms (S%) (3%) will be linearly independent. 
Let A’ be the algebra of all real polynomialsF(x, y) in two variables x and y, 
modulo the ideal spanned by the monomials x”+lyn+l for m, n 3 - 1 and 
m + n > q. Since A’ is finite dimensional, it is superfluous to consider 
seminorms. Let D be the derivation x2(8/8x) +y2(a/8y). D is nilpotent 
(Dg+2 = 0). Let T be the automorphism e”. S = eD - I is nilpotent, since 
D is; hence, the identity 
x = log(1 + (eZ - 1)) = (e5 - 1) - (eZ 1 1)2 + 1.. 
holdswhenweputx=Dandex-l=T-I=S. 
Now Dkx = k!xk+l and Sm = D” + higher powers of D. Thus, 
Smx = m!xm+l + higher powers of x and Sny = n!yn+l + higher powers ofy. 
Therefore, Z(x, y) = Cm+n=a c,,m!n!xm+~+l, since c,, = 0 for m + n < q 
and x”+lyla+l = 0 for m + n > q. However, 
.W, Y) = WY) - (WY - XPY) = 0, 
since D is a derivation. Therefore, c,,, = 0 for m + n = q, completing the 
induction. 
2. FORMAL POWER SERIES 
Henceforth, let A be the algebra of all formal power series a(z) = C,” a,~?, 
a, E C, with the topology of convergence in each coefficient. AlPA is a 
finite dimensional algebra, hence can be given a norm. This induces a semi- 
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norm on A, and the collection of these seminorms for all n defines the given 
topology of A. 
Every derivation D and every automorphism T of A belong to B(A). This 
can be seen as follows. DP = n.P-r Dz by induction; hence, D(PA) Z PA. 
T(znA) CPA, since znA = A n+X. So D and T induce operators on A/PA 
and are necessarily bounded in the norm. Furthermore, Da = (Dz) da/dz 
and Ta = a o Tz, “0” denoting composition, since these formulas evidently 
hold for 9, hence for polynomials, which are dense. Conversely, these for- 
mulas define D to be a derivation, for every choice of Dx E A, and T to be an 
automorphism, for every choice of Tz E G, the group of formal power series 
invertible with respect to composition (substitution). For g E G, let T, be 
the automorphism a + a 0 g, and we have the diagram: 











The induced “exponential” map identifies the vector space of A with the 
“Lie algebra” of G. 
It is easy to verify the well-known fact that G consists precisely of series of 
the form g(z) =g,x + ... with g, f 0. For it is clear that when g, = 0, 
the map a(z) + a(g(z)) d oes not include the function z in its range; when 
g1 # 0, g(z) is the composition of two invertible series h(z) = glz (whose 
inverse is of course (1 /gr) s) and f(z) = z + (g,/g,) .z2 + . . . . The inverse for 
Tf may be computed as T;’ = (I - (I - T,))-l = J&, (I - T,)“, the series 
converging in each seminorm, for in fact (I- T,) (PA) C z?+lA. Call an 
operator U : A -+ A quasinilpotent if lJ(z”A) C P+IA. 
Later (Section 4) we shall determine the range of the exponential map. 
For the moment let us observe by Section 1 that if Tz = x + .*. , then 
T = eD for a unique D of the form (d,.S + ...) d/dz. The existence is clear, 
for Theorem 2 produces a quasinilpotent derivation D, which must have the 
stated form. The uniqueness is also trivial, since for quasinilpotent D, 
eD - I is also quasinilpotent and log eD = log(1 + (eD - 1)) = D. For future 
reference let us collect this remark and one further simple observation. 
PROPOSITION 3. An automorphism T of A is the exponential of a quasinil- 
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potent derivation Do Tz = x $ a*. . In this case, D is unique (among quasi- 
nilpotent operators) and Tz - z and Dz have the same lowest degree term. 
One-parameter groups in G(z Aut (A)) are easy to describe completely. 
They are the “exponentials” of one-dimensional subspaces of A; equivalently, 
they are of the form g, = etDz, where D is any derivation of A. It is clear that 
et% defines a one-parameter subgroup of G. For the converse, let 
gt(4 - 2 a(z) = $+y t , 
given an arbitrary one-parameter subgroup g, . To see that a(x) exists, one 
can for example look at everything in G/znA, a finite dimensional Lie group. 
In here g,/z”A is differentiable at 0 and the derivative yields the first n coef- 
ficients of a(x). D = a(z) d/dz is the unique derivation such that etDx = g,(z). 
3. CONJUGACY OF FORMAL POWER SERIES 
Say that a, b E A are conjugate (a N b) if there exists g E G such that 
g-1 o a o g = b. We shall now determine a “canonical form” for each element 
of A. Two series will be conjugate iff they have the same canonical form. 
Later the canonical form will be useful in determining the range of the 
exponential map. 
We shall make use of the fact that the elements a,z, z + a2z2, 2: + a#, 
2 + a#, *a* may be multiplied (composed) in G in any order, for any values 
of the scalars al # 0, a2 , a3 , ..* to give a well defined member of G. The 
proof is transparent upon looking at G/PA. 
Let a(z) = a,z + a2z2 + .*a be any member of A. It is obvious that 
a(z) N b(z) implies a, = b, . 
PROPOSITION 4. If a, # 0 and aln # 1 (an n # 0), then a(z) N a,z. 
Proof. By induction on n, we may assume we already have 
a(z) w a+ + a,‘,9 + 0-a) n > 2. Let g, = z + &P, b, to be determined, 
is1 = z - b,#’ + ..a . By binomial expansion 
and 
(alz + a,lzn + *.*) og, = a,z + (a,’ + a,b,) zn + *** 
g;l 0 (alz + a,‘2 + a*.) og, = a,z + (ad + albn - b,aln) z” + *.a . 
We choose b, = a,‘(al” - al)-1 and get a(z) N a,z + a;+#+1 + ***, 
completing the induction. By the remark on infinite products in G we are 
done. 
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PROPOSITION 5. If  a, = 0, let k 3 2 be the least such that a, # 0. Then 
a(x) N 9. 
Proof. Let g(z) = cz; then g-l o a o g = akck-?zk + ..a . Choosing 
ck-l = ai1 gives a(z) N zk + a.. . We now aim to eliminate inductively all 
the terms other than a?. The inductive step is to eliminate, say, the (k f  n)- 
term in zk + a’,~?+~ + “‘7 where n > 1. Let 
g = x + bx”+l; g-l=x-bxfl+l+ . . . . 
Now 
(9 + u’.zP+k +“‘)og=x”+(kb+a’)x”+“+ “a; 
and 
g-1 0 (x” + a’xn+k + .-) og = ,$ + (kb + a’) ~n+k + . . . . 
so we may choose b = - a’/k. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let 
a(x) = x + a&” + **., a, # 0. 
Then a(z) N z + zn + CX~*-~, for some constant c. 
Proof. 
1 awc.y= - i 1 b a(bx) = x + 27” + a;+lx”+l + *. ’ 
where P-l = a;‘. If n > 2, let g, = x + bzz2; b, can be chosen so that 
g~loa:og&=Z+Zk+a~+BZn+Z+‘... 
That is, we want 01 oga = g, 0 (z + x”) modulo ,zn+s. On expansion this 
becomes 
x + b,x2 + x” + (a,’ + nb,) z?+l = x + b,r2 + 2n + 2bazn+l. 
Thus, ZQ = a:,,(2 - n)-i is the desired value. 
If n > 3, we eliminate a,+a by conjugation with ga = x + b,z3, where 
b, = a’ n+2(3 - n)“. Continuing in this fashion we obtain 
a(x) N x f x” + cx2n-1 + ... 
Now we eliminate inductively all the powers of z with exponents > 2n. 
Assume we have a(z) -x + ZF + c.zY~~-~ + dx2n+k + ..., where k 3 0. 
Let g = x + b.z”+k+l; claim b can be chosen so that 
g 0 (x + x” + CX~~-~ + dxzn+* + . ..) = (z + x” + cz2’+l) og 
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modulo ~~~+~+l. On expansion this equation becomes 
z + z” + cz?-1 + dx2n+k + bZ”+K+l + b(n + k + 1) Zsn+k 
= x + &n+k+l + p + nb.$n+k $ c.z~~-~. 
So the requirement is d + b(n + k + 1) = nb or b = - d/(k + 1). This 
completes the inductive step. 
PROPOSITION 7. If x + xn + cz2n-1 - z + zm + dz2m-1, then n = m and 
c = d. 
Proof. Let 01 = z + sn + czsn-r and fl = z + am + dz2m-1. Modulo sn, 
OL = x. Therefore, j3 = g o 010 g-l = g 0 x 0 g-l = z modulo an. Therefore 
m >, n. Similarly n 3 m. So 01 = z + an + cz2’+l and j3 = x + ,zn + dz2n-1. 
Sayg=b,z+b,3+*--. Expanding g 0 01= p o g and comparing coeffi- 
cients of a”, we obtain b, + b, = b, + bi, or b:-’ = 1. Now b,z commutes 
with both a: and 8; so we may replace g(a) by 
Ifn>2,claimb,‘=*.*=bh-l = 0. For if not, let b,’ # 0, k the smallest 
in2,<k<n-l.Expandingg, 0 a! = j? 0 g, and comparing coefficients of 
~+~-l gives b’,+,-, + kb,’ = bk+,-, + nbk, a contradiction. 
Finally, comparing coefficients of ,z2+l in g, 0 (Y = p o g, , we now find 
c + nb,’ + bi,-, = b&-, + nbn’ + d, or c = d. 
Notation. Let atL) = a 0 *.* 0 a (k times). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let alk = 1, k the smallest > 0. Then a(z) N a,z if/ 
a(k) E x 
Proof. 
* : trivial 
+ : Let g, = x + b,pn. Then 
g* -1.CaleZleog,=alx+...+a,_lxn-1+(a,+a,b,--b,aP)x”+.... 
Since g, = g;’ = a modulo zn, the first n - 1 coefficients remain unchanged; 
the n-th coefficient is computed as in Proposition 4. Clearly, we can choose b, 
inductively to eliminate all the terms a”, where n - 1 is not a multiple of k. 
We obtain a(z) N a,z + aL+rzk+l + aLk,lz2k+1 + *a* . All the coefficients 
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other than a, must, however, be zero under the assumption uck) G a. For if 
ukk+r is the first nonzero one, then an easy induction shows that 
Q(j)(,) = a$ + j@&k+lp*+l + *. * . 
Thus, 
dk)(Z) = x + ha~-la~~+lZmk+l 
a contradiction. 
THEOREM 9. Let a = u,z + ..a, b = u,z + 
Then g-l 0 utk) o g zz b’“’ $f g-1 o a o g = b. 
Proof. 
e : trivial 
. . . , 
... sg 2, 
ulk = 1 (k smallest > 0). 
* : Put c =g-rouog; c tk) = btk); we want c = b. By Proposition 6 we 
may conjugate with a suitable h so that 
(h-l o c o h)(k) = h-1 o c(k) o h = 2 + z” + &+--1 = (h-1 o b o h)(k). 
Thus, it is enough to show that 
and 
f(k) =I;‘“’ = z + yz + &2n-1 
imply f = F. 
Now f commutes with f tk) = z + an + dz2n-1. Comparing the coefficient 
of~~infof~K~=f~k~~f,wegetu,~=u,orn-1isamultipleofK.This 
means that u,z commutes with f tk). So l/u, f(z) commutes with 
z + an + &~a~-~; moreover, (l/c+) f (a) = z + 1.. . By Theorem 2 and 
Proposition 3 z + an + da2+-l = eDz and (l/uJ f (a) = eDlz, where D and 
D, are quasinilpotent derivations. In fact, D = (z” + +.*) d/dx. Since en1 
commutes with eD, DI = Z powers of (81 - I) commutes with Z powers of 
(e” - I) = D. 
Now it is easy to see that this means D, = AD. Indeed, if X = coefficient of 
an in D1z, then D’ = D, - AD commutes with D and has the form 
D’ = (qam + *..) d/dz with m # n. However, 
0 = D’D - DD’ = ((n - m) qZm+n-l + *. -) $; 
thus, q = 0. But q was the first nonzero coefficient, if any existed. Therefore, 
D’=o. 
We have now shown f (a) = aleADz, where Tal, commutes with D. Then 
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f(“)(z) = a,“ekADz = eDx implies XK = 1. Thus, f(z) = ule(rlk%. Of 
course, the same analysis holds for F(z); so F(z) = ule(llk)Dz. Thus, f = 8’. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let ulk = 1 (k smallest > 0) and say 
a(k) N x + ,p + &n+l. 
Then 
where 
b, = & and 
1 
Proof. Consider a(z) = a+ + biz” + ~r.z~~-~. From the proof of Theo- 
rem 9 we know that a;-’ = 1. An induction then shows 
a hd = aI”% + maTplb,zn + 
( 
may-‘c, + m(m - 1) nam-2 b, 2 1 z?“+~ + ... 2 1 . 
Put 
b, = $ and 
( 
Cal ci = - - @ - 1) n ; 
1 k 2k2a,3 1 
we see that 
am) = z + p + CZ2n-l + . . . . 
By Proposition 6 cytk) N z + z” + c.+-~ N uck). By Theorem 9, a - 01. 
This completes the solution of the conjugacy problem. Table I summa- 
rizes the canonical form; u(z) = CT a,z” is an arbitrary member of A. 
TABLE I 
m 
Canonical form N a(z) = C u,zn 
“=* 
2 when a, = 0 and k > 2 is the smallest such that ak # 0. 
aln # 1 all n # 0 
when ai # 0 and or ulk = 1 (R smallest > 0) and 
am) s z 
z + .P + cz2+-1 when a, = 1 and a, is the first # 0. (c is computable 
from u(z) mod 9” as in Proposition 6) (Fine-Kostant 
observed that c = coefficient of z-r in the formal Laurent 
series for l/(x - u(z)).) 
u,z + blzn + c12”--l when ark = 1 (k smallest > 0) and ~‘~1 N z + zn + c.@-‘; 
b, = l/Ku, and cr = cur/k - n(k - 1)/2kauls; n - 1 is 
a multiple of k. 
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4. THE RANGE OF THE EXPONENTIAL MAP 
To determine which T E Aut (A) are of the form eD, D E Der (A), or 
equivalently which g E G lie on a one-parameter group, we examine the three 
possible canonical types of g E G _C A. 
(1) If h-l 0 g o h = ura, then T, = T, 0 Tat, 0 T;‘. Now 
T 
a? 
= e(lOg al) 1: (d/dZ) 
> 
for it is trivial that ecz(dldz)z = e%. Thus, T, is the exponential of the 
derivation 
(2) If h-rogoh=z+“‘, then T;lo T, 0 T, = eo, by Proposition 3, 
and T, = exp( Th 0 D 0 T;‘). 
(3) If g N a,x + Qz!n + c#n-1, where a,” = 1 and n = mk + 1 and 
b, = l/ku, # 0, then T, 4 exp Der (A). To prove this we may take 
g = apz + b@ + cp+-1, 
since exp Der (A) is a normal subgroup of Aut (A). It will be sufficient to 
show that for some N, the equation f (N) = g cannot be solved for f E G. If 
f (*) = g, then f = fiz + *.a where flN = a,; hence f Fk = 1. By Proposi- 
tion IOf -fp + (l/NKf,) zm + **a, where m - 1 is a multiple of iVk. Thus, 
f (A%) w z + z” + .a., where m 3 Nk + 1. However, 
f (*k) Eg’k’ zx + Zn + . . . . 
By the proof of Proposition 7, m = n, implying n 3 iVk + 1. This is impos- 
sible for large N. 
We can summarize these facts in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 11. Every member of G belongs to at least one one-parameter 
subgroup except those of the form g(x) = az + I**, where for some integer 
k>l,ak=landg(k)fz, 
Remark on the Source of Theorems I-II. Theorem 1 is very well known; 
one familiar source is [14]. Theorem 2 appeared in [8, Theorem 61. Proposi- 
tion 4 seems to have been known a long time; Pfeiffer [ll] mentions it as 
obvious; Siegel [13] gives a proof in passing. Propositions 6 and 7 and 
Theorem 9 appeared in [lo]; Baker [2] independently proved part of Proposi- 
tion 6 for another purpose. The existence of a canonical form (for members 
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of G) and of a characterization of members of one-parameter subgroups was 
asserted by Fine-Kostant [6] ( see also [3]); the essential results were known 
to them [oral communication from Kostant]. They recognized the invariant c 
in a(z) N x + z” + c+-~ as the residue of l/[x - a(z)] at z = 0. Sternberg 
[15, Section 21 gives an example of a member of G not belonging to any one 
parameter subgroup. Schriider [12] seems to be the first on record interested 
in studying the iterates of a function by finding an easily managed function 
conjugate to the given one. 
5. REMARKS IN CONVERGENT POWER SERIES 
Letf(z) be any member of G. We known from Section 2 that iffbelongs to 
a one-parameter subgroup of G, this subgroup may be described as 
f&) = eta(z)wdz) z, for some a(z) E A, with jr(z) =f(z). The series u(z) 
need not be unique (however, see Proposition 3), but in any case the coeffi- 
cients of ft are entire functions of t. Indeed, e ta(z)(dldz) is clearly an entire 
function of t with values in Aut (A), and the map of Aut (A) to C by T--f the 
k-th coefficient of TX is a continuous linear functional. Note that when u(z) 
has no linear term, the coefficients of ft are clearly polynomials in t. 
The following two theorems characterize those f (z) E G which belong to a 
one-parameter subgroup consisting wholly of series with positive radius of 
convergence. 
THEOREM 12. Let a(z) be any member of A. DeJine f&z) = eta(z)(dldz)z. 
If a(z) has positive radius of convergence, then so does every f&z). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for all sufficiently small t, since if g(z) 
has positive radius of convergence, so will all gtN), and fs = f AZ. For pur- 
poses of the proof, let h(z) < k( z mean that all the coefficients of K(x) are ) 
nonnegative and each coefficient of h(z) is in modulus no greater than the 
corresponding one for K(z). It follows that h(z) < K(z) implies 
I 441 G 4 x I) and h’(z) < h’(x). 




By induction it easily follows that 
(ta(a) $)” x = ta(z) $ [ (ta(z) $‘l-l z] 
<< (M I t I)” m-’ 
(1 - Kz)sQ-i 
1 . 3 * 5 ... (2n - 3). 
On 1 z / < 1/2r, we have 
/ jw $,” x / ~(M/tI)“m-12”n-ll.3.5...2n-33(MItjr23)nn! 
Thus, for j t I < (8ll~!~)-~, 
is uniformly convergent (in z) on compact subsets of 1 z ] < 1/2r. This says 
that every f,(z) is analytic on a single disk, for small t, which is more than 
was claimed. 
THEOREM 13. If a(z) E A and has zero radius of convergence, then for 
only countably many t can ft = eto(z)(dJdz) z h ave a positive radius of conver- 
gence. 
Proof. If otherwise, then we could find tn --f to such that every ft, con- 
verged in 1 z 1 < 6, for some 6 > 0. Each coefficient of ft, converges as 
n--f co to the corresponding coefficient of ft, , since each coefficient of f t  
‘is an entire function of t. Therefore, ft, -+ f&z) uniformly on compact 
subsets of / z / < 8; et+@(*)(d/dz)z ---t e toa(z)(d~da)z. Differentiating with respect 
to t at t = to, we obtain u(z) (d/d%) et@(z)(dld*),z analytic in / z ] < 6. That 
is, u(z) . f  i,(z) is analytic in ) z I < S, and It,(z) = 1 + ... . Thus, a(z) is 
analytic on some small disc, contradicting the hypothesis. 
Remark. Theorem 12 was originally proved by Erdos and Jabotinsky [4], 
who proved also a weaker form of Theorem 13, and then again by Jabotinsky 
more directly [7]. The present proof is simpler both conceptually and technic- 
ally. Utilizing a functional equation of Fatou [5, pp. 190 ff.], Baker [2, Theo- 
rem 71 has shown that every f t  which converges at all does so on a disc which 
may be chosen uniformly for a fixed f for all t lying in any bounded set, as 
was the case in Theorem 12. From this he showed that the set of t for which 
f t  converges is a closed subgroup of C, which is immediate from the proof 
of Theorem 13, given Baker’s Theorem 7. In all these results the authors 
were concerned with the case f  (z) = z + *.* . 
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EXAMPLES. (See [2] for details.) C may be obtained as the subgroup, by 
Theorem 12. Choosing coefficients large enough in u(z) will allow an easy 
proof that (0) is the subgroup for f&z) = e ta(z)(dldz)z. It is known [l] (see 
also [9]) thatf(z) = ez - 1 has Z as its subgroup, and the obvious modifica- 
tion gives {nz,},,, . It is unknown whether {q, + mz, : n, m EZ), zo/zl 
unreal, can be obtained. 
The problem of a canonical form for change of variables among convergent 
series seems unresolved. For a long time it has been known that convergent 
series exist which are conjugate via formal series but not via convergent ones 
(see [lo], [ll], [13] for example). 
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